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A comprehensive 400 page guidebookUnleash Your Psychic Powers is an entertaining,

enlightening and educational resource for all levels of practitioners in the psychic, magickal and

paranormal arts. It includes easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions on how you can develop and

enhance the full potential of dynamic psychic, magickal and paranormal powers in your own

life.Whether you are a novice or an adeptYou will find valuable insight and guidance, based upon

Embrosewyn's six decades of experience discovering and developing psychic and paranormal

talents and unleashing the power of the magickal arts. Twenty psychic and paranormal abilities are

exploredIncluding well known abilities such as Clairvoyance, Telekinesis, Telepathy, Lucid

Dreaming, Precognition, Astral Projection and Faith Healing, plus, more obscure talents such as

Channeling, Dowsing, and Automatic Handwriting.In addition to helping you develop and master the

psychic abilities that call to you, each of the twenty powers described are spiced with fascinating

personal stories from the lives of Embrosewyn and others, to help you understand some of the real

world consequences and benefits of using these formidable magickal and psychic talents.

Paranormal abilities have saved Embrosewyn's life and the lives of his family members on multiple

occasions. Learning to fully develop your own psychic and paranormal abilities may come in just as

handy one day. For anyone that is an active spirit medium, or uses any psychic abilities involving

other-worldly beings, such as divination, channeling, or ghost hunting, the chapter on Psychic

Self-defense is an extensive must read, covering low, medium and high risk threats, including

everything from negative vortexes, to entities, energy vampires, ghosts, aliens and demons.

Exorcism, and how to protect both people and property from unseen forces is also completely

explained. Filled with pictures and vivid descriptions of how you can bring forth and develop your

own transcendental supernatural gifts, Unleash Your Psychic Powers should be in the library of

every serious student of the psychic, magickal, paranormal and supernatural. Everyone has psychic

and paranormal abilities. It is your birthright! You were born with them! Within this book you'll learn

how to unlock and unleash your astounding supernatural potential and the amazing things you can

do with your powers once they are free!
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Unleash Your Psychic Power by Embrosewyn Tazkuvel - a welcome relief.I was a little skeptical

about the validity of the contents of this book . . . UNTIL I read it.Being a paranormal researcher

myself, and up-to-date on psychic phenomena, the ins and outs, the dos and donÃ¢Â€Â™ts, and all

the scams in-between, I was ready for a none too favorable review. How nice to be

disappointed!What impressed me most [other than TazkuvelÃ¢Â€Â™s obvious knowledge on the

subject] was his levelheaded approach to delving into the psychic world by novices. His Ã¢Â€Â˜Err

on the side of cautionÃ¢Â€Â™ approach really got my attention, and admiration. Sound advice

backed up with a levelheaded approach into the supernatural realm, which as he points out time

and time again, isnÃ¢Â€Â™t so much supernatural as it is Ã¢Â€Â˜normalÃ¢Â€Â™  and once

you learn the science behind your particular bent, you further unlock the power from within, and

without.This impressive book is very well written; and remarkably - it is comprehensive without being

boring. I strongly suggest that you read it from cover to cover BEFORE delving into the supernatural

world of Psychic Power  from Channeling to Psychic Self Defense, and Telepathy to [my

personal favorite] Lucid Dreams.To whet your appetite - just let me say this . . . youÃ¢Â€Â™ll have

fun with the Ã¢Â€Â˜Great Bullfrog RaceÃ¢Â€Â™ exercise. Trust me!It looks like youÃ¢Â€Â™ve got

another winner! Congratulations Embrosewyn!

The one thing that stuck out to me the most while reading this book was that this world really isn't



the world I thought it was. The more I read it, the more fascinated I got with how wonderful this world

can become, if only I developed my senses more. Embrosewyn writes with such familiarity and

honesty that the book becomes a fast read. I just finished the book so not enough time has passed

for me to test out and tell you if what he suggests works, but I'll be sure to update this review when it

does. In any case I'm very grateful for Embrosewyn sharing his experiences in this book.

So far I can't put the book down every time I want to put the book down I see something else that's

interesting the author did a great job with this book

I've always been interested in psychic powers, and this book is a tremendous reference guide. It

contains hundreds of pages of information about different types of powers, covering the gamut from

auras to animal whispering to telekinesis. The book also covers the history of psychic ability, as well

as the science. The author discusses the characteristics of a person who might more easily

discover their psychic abilities, such as empathy and intuition, and he includes exercises and

suggestions to further develop those abilities. The author also includes much of his own history and

stories of his psychic abilities, and those examples really do help in understanding how each ability

works. There is also a comprehensive appendix of other materials, including the history of the

Spanish inquisition and the Salem witch trials. The author is very encouraging and supportive with

his suggestions about how to develop your own psychic abilities, and the entire book is grounded

and extremely well-written. It is well worth the purchase!

I am amazed by the information contained in this book. The way the writer explains everything is so

easy to follow and absorb. This is a must have for anyone seriously interested in discovering their

abilities. A definite reference book for me.

Since I was a little girl I have always been interested in the unexplained or the ethereal parts of life,

seeking out knowledge about everything from precognition to channeling the dead. So when I came

across the author's other book "Auras: How to See, Feel & Know" I immediately delved into it with

fervor. This time around instead of happening upon the book I eagerly searched out "Unleash Your

Psychic Powers" after being swept up in the amazingly enlightening and informative guide the

author offered on auras.Embrosewyn Tazkuvel uses his extensive knowledge of the immaterial

world, from clairvoyance to telekinesis, to help the reader fully explore the powers of the mind and

body in an enlightening way. Using a thoughtful and insightful writing process, the author explains



and studies the many types of psychic powers and just how to tap into the abilities you already have

to fully realize your own psychic potential. The book goes into detail and easily explains, in a

step-by-step way, the process of "unleashing your psychic powers" and taking full advantage of just

how use can use them to better the lives of those around you and yourself as well.The thought

provoking and educational guide is a wonderful addition to my own reading library, offering me a

wealth of knowledge on just how to make the most of the psychic powers I have or could have in the

future.

The fundamental thing you have to acknowledge if you really want Unleash Psychic Powers to work

for you is that the ability and the power to do this is already within you.The author, Embrosewyn

Tazkuvel does a fantastic job of relaying that it's innate. Unleash Psychic Powers is just a tool for

you to be able to harness it. I felt powerful reading this book and I am so encouraged to realize such

things for myself. I feel like my potential to uncover so many things and connect with other beings is

at an all-time high. My mindset has changed for a dramatically better me. I feel so in touch with

myself, with the cosmos, and with others as well.I have always had a sincere reverence for the

supernatural and deities. Being able to pursue it finally has been so rewarding and fulfilling. My

hopes are high for what is to come for all of us who reach this path through Unleash Psychic

Powers.

Very informative book. Still in process of reading, but would recommend. Has helped me

understand more of my gift.
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